
Microsoft Corporation 
Portfolio Management Strategy 

Gentlemen: 
 
Over the last 25 years, I’ve developed a portfolio management strategy that could create incredible 
value for Microsoft.  
 
By “strategically” using a relatively small portion of its investment capital, Microsoft could generate an 
incredible return on its capital in the global, publicly-traded, equity markets.  After World War II, the 
Japanese rebuilt their economy by developing key relationships between selected organizations.  This 
type of relationship building included an equity investment into the relationship.  And by introducing 
equity into the relationship, the organizations were able to foster a tighter collaboration because the 
interests were aligned within the relationship.   
 
Aligned interests produce synergy!   
 
Microsoft could structure equity investments into key, publicly-traded relationships.  The structure of 
the equity investment would align the interests of senior management, produce synergy within the 
relationship and create incredible value for Microsoft.  Through the structure of the investment, 
Microsoft could effectively take control of an organization without actually buying the organization.  You 
align the interests through the threat of ownership.  However, the real agenda involves relationship 
building to produce synergies which create the value.   It’s an “activist”, equity, investment strategy like 
the earlier years of Warren Buffet.      
 
This “activist” strategy is particularly attractive whenever you can find an organization in current 
weakness, like Nokia.  If you believe the relationship has value to Microsoft, then build the relationship 
and create the value within the relationship.  Intuitively, you align the interests between the 
organizations through the structure of the investment, even in global, publicly-traded, equity markets.  
 
According to your latest 10-Q, Microsoft has investment capital of approximately $70 billion with 
approximately $9 billion in equity portfolios.  The “activist” strategy could build relationships between 
organizations, align the interests of senior management between organizations and create incredible 
value for Microsoft.      
 
The competitive race between Microsoft, Apple and Google remains the most compelling, innovative 
race in the marketplace.  The “activist” strategy takes control of an organization without buying the 
organization.  By controlling another organization, Microsoft can defend itself from a stronger position.   
 
I’ve been talking to Bill Koefoed for the past few years, bouncing several ideas off him.  Using my 
“activist” strategy, I could create incredible value for Microsoft using a relatively small portion of your 
investment capital.  Can I have a couple minutes of your time to present more of my “activist” equity, 
investment strategy?   
 
Sincerely,              
Ken Copley 
Capital Executive LLC 


